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Abstract
Web of things describes how the web pages of a website link to each other, what is the flow between
them, pattern formed when they get linked up and how users use it. This helps in analysis of the website
and determines the scope of improvement to make it more efficient and useful.
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Introduction
‘Internet’, one word which is buzzing around the
world and which is reaching to its new level day by
day changing the way world operates! With
introduction of World Wide Web concept, there had
been dynamic movement in each field of business.
Reaching people in any part of the world is at finger
tips, creating a platform for knowledge sharing and
growth of society. Now a new era of internet is
arriving with the preamble of Internet of Things
where objects would start communicating with each
other using internet connectivity. [10] Here objects
are embedded with software, sensors, electronics
and internet connectivity to gather and swap
information. Still there should be something which
would allow these objects to connect to World Wide
Web. This is done with the help of concept known as
Web of Things. There would be a great boost in the
field of monitoring and research due to this
technological shift.
The Web of Things (WoT) is computing concept which
describes a scope where everyday things are fully
desegregated with the internet web. [xi] The forehand
requirement for WoT is for the "things" to have
embedded computer machines that enable interaction
with the Web. Such smart devices would then be able to
communicate with each other using present internet
standards. Considering a subset of the Internet of
Things (IoT), WoT focuses on software standards and
frameworks such as REST, HTTP and URIs to generate
applications and services that add and interact with
variety of network devices. So, you could think of the
Web of Things as day-today objects being able to

access Web services. The key point is that this doesn't
involve the reinvention of the modes of communication
because existing standards are utilized.

Fig1. Web of Things concept [11]
Internet of Things is mostly used in the context of
radiofrequency identification (RFID) moreover how
physical objects are attached to the Internet and can
interact with each other. Both terms are difficult to
define precisely, although they are related in their
general pattern. [i] In this paper we do a survey of
papers on how the information is retrieved from web
of things and how it is being utilized and analyzed to
improve the efficiency and performance of web-sites
containing different web objects (web-pages).
Material and Methodology
With increasing popularity of World Wide Web, large
volumes of data such as addresses of users or URLs
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requested are collected automatically from Web
servers and dumped in access log files. Analysis of
server access data provides important and needful
information
for
performance
improvement,
restructuring a Web site for higher effectiveness, and
customer focusing in electronic commerce.
Discovering dependencies and global patterns that
are present in huge files or databases, but are hidden
in the high amounts of data is usually called data
mining. Statistical analysis systems like SAS and SPSS
are used by analysts to identify unusual patterns and
explain patterns using statistical models such as
linear models.
Apriori is an unique algorithm to learn association
rules. To operate on databases containing
transactions, Apriori is designed. As is common in
association rule mining, provided a group of item
sets, the algorithm try to find subgroup which are
common to at least a minimum number C of the
item sets. Frequent subsets are extended one item at
a time, and groups of candidates are tested against
the data where Apriori uses a "bottom up" approach.
When no further successful extensions are found, is
determined by algorithm. Web structure mining
system is utilized to categorize users and pages by
analyzing users behavior, the content of pages and
order of URLs accessed. The importance of web page
by simply counting the number of pages that are
linking to it is computed by PageRank algorithm.
A. Existing System
Web traffic mining can be categorized into three
types as per the locations of acquired traffic logs:
client-side, server-side, and network-side traffic
mining. An active area of research in recent years has
been mining the web traffic at the client-side and
server-side. On the basis of statistical and structural
properties of complete web environment, web logs
at server side are analyzed There are moderately not
many studies that consider the HTTP (the standard
protocol underlying the web) requests as a set of
associated records to passage the interests and the
preferences of individuals at the network-side.[i]

logs involves modeling the relationships between
HTTP requests. [iii] It provides a graphical
representation of behavior of web clients.
More challenges faced when web data grows in
volume. Analysis on variety of web logs becomes
tedious. A system is improved a system where
analysis on the web log will be applied and
productivity can be increased. Efficient algorithm
(Request Dependency Graph) used to model the
relationships among HTTP requests. Here, we mine
frequent usage pattern mining using request
dependency graph to
identify how people
interacted by using web access logs from the web of
things and provide analysis of web browsing.

Fig2. Proposed system architecture
The main goal of our proposed request dependency
algorithms is to build a routing graph that describes
user’s hopping from one webpage to the other. The
proposed algorithms are described below.

B. Proposed System
.[v] Web traffic logs carries precious information of
how people interact with smart devices and web
servers in Web of Things environment. Mining the
wealth of information present in the web access logs
has theoretical and practical importance. Mining web

Fig3. Web browsing behavior [i]
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Request Dependency Graph Algorithm:
Request dependency graph is based on web logs
which contain information about different web pages
accessed in a website. Information included in Web
Traffic Logs is the device identity, the accessing time,
the requests submitted by the devices, and
responses of the requests. A regular web traffic log
generated by the TMS device L is a set of records li =
<ti; ui; ri>, where ti is the fetching time, ui is an
anonymized identification of a device that submitted
the request, ri is the yielded HTTP request. [i] With
the help of these entities, a request dependency
graph is generated which provides the information
about the count of web pages being hit, the flow of
requests from one page to the other, number of
times a web page is being accessed, the duration for
which a page is being opened.
Algorithm 1: Request Dependency Graph[ii]
Input:
HTTP requests set
R = { r1,r2, . . . . rn }
HTTP request’s data structure
ri = { ui, ti, oi }
Output:
The dependency graph
G = { O, S, E, W }

Identify User Clicks:
The collection of initial HTTP requests of web pages
is just a minute part of overall web traffic. Process of
fetching the initial group of requests triggered by
devices or users from a huge figure of captured HTTP
requests is known as Primary requests identification.
This process is to find the initial HTTP requests of a
web page opened, triggered by a device access
action or user click, from the captured web traffic
logs. [4] We utilize the request dependency graph
technique to describe the complex browsing of web
behavior. On the basis of graph, to identify the
primary requests from a huge number of HTTP
requests of web pages and embedded objects, we
propose a two-step algorithm
Algorithm 2: Identify user clicks algorithm
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Where W is dataset and h1,h2,h3,h4 are http request
Processing
R={V,E} where V is set of vertices i.e web pages and
E is set of edges i.e hyperlink.

Fig4. Graphical Representation

Fig5. Matrix Representation
P={p1,p2,p3}where p1, p2, p3 are the set of primary
request
Output
F={f1,f2,f3,f4} where f1,f2,f3,f4 are set of frequent
usage pattern
Comparison of identification of primary request with
traditional method is shown in fig.3. We observe that
the number of primary requests identified among all
the HTTP requests has dramatically changed when
compared with traditional data cleaning method.

Results and Tables
System S is represented as S={W,R,P,F}
Input
W={h1,h2,h3,h4}

Fig6. Comparison of primary requests with traditional
method
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Table: Results
No of
Requests

and insights,” ACM Transactions on the Web, vol. 5, no. 4,
pp. 19, 2011.

HTTP

No of Primary Requests
Existing
System

Proposed
System

100

30

50

200

75

110

300

130

160

400

175

205

500

240

270

This proves that the identification of primary requests
with the help of request dependency graph is more
accurate and efficient and proper results can be drawn
among multiple HTTP requests.
Conclusion
We have used request dependency graph as base for
web log mining and derived possible analysis from the
result of algorithm implementation. Experimental results
showcased that this method gives comparatively greater
accuracy. RDG along with primary request identification
works in a web of things environment to improve the
performance and efficiency of web pages in web of
things.
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